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Added Features
ChartMaker Voice Application – The ChartMaker Voice Application has been updated to work with 64-bit operating systems when
applicable.
Decision Support – Alerts – The Decision Support system has been updated so that whenever a Diagnosis, Medication, or
Medication Group that was originally used to produce a decision support alert, was then ended or discontinued (thereby “disabling”
that alert), is then restarted, the system will automatically generate an alert for that decision support rule upon reinstating that
diagnosis or medication.
Doctor’s Orders & Procedures – Order Procedure – The Order Procedure dialog has been updated with an Order Priority option
and a Target Date field that allow you to set the priority and applicable target date for the procedure order. See Figure 1. The Target
Date will default to the applicable specific date if the selected procedure had the Target Days option configured and will automatically
adjust when the Order Date is modified. However, you have the ability to change the Target Date as needed.
Once the orders have been sent, procedure orders with a Stat priority will appear in red in the To-Do List, while those with a Routine
priority will appear in black. Likewise, orders with a target date that is today or past due will have "-DUE" added to the priority
description and will appear highlighted in red in the To-Do List to easily view these overdue orders.

Figure 1 – Order Procedure

Some icons are from the Silk icon set by Mark James (http://www.famfamfam.com/). All rights reserved. Licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 2.5 License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/).
Some icons are from the Fugue icon set by Yusuke Kamiyamane (http://p.yusukekamiyamane.com/). All rights reserved. Licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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Added Features (continued)
Doctor’s Orders & Procedures – Send Orders – The Send Orders dialog has been updated with a Priority and Target Date column
that displays the priority and target date that were configured in the Order Procedure dialog for the procedures. See Figure 2. You
have the ability to modify these items prior to sending by clicking into the applicable field for applicable procedure and changing the
priority and/or target date as needed. Once the orders have been sent, procedure orders with a Stat priority will appear in red in the
To-Do List, while those with a Routine priority will appear in black. Likewise, orders with a target date that is today or past due will
have "-DUE" added to the priority description and will appear highlighted in red in the To-Do List to easily view these overdue orders.

Figure 2 – Order Procedure

Export Patient Document – The Office Visit Clinical Summary output file has been updated so that resolved diagnoses are
distinguished from inactive diagnoses, whereas the former are now grouped under a “Resolved” heading in the file.
Export Patient Document – The Electronic Copy of Health Information and the Transition of Care Summary output file has been
updated to include race and ethnicity information in the Demographic section, as well as including a new Immunization section to
display applicable immunization information, and a Payer section to display applicable insurance information.
The Face Sheet – The Face Sheet has been updated with a Next Appointment section that will display the patient’s next appointment
when that patient has a future appointment scheduled in the Practice Manager application. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Face Sheet
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Added Features (continued)
The Flow Sheet – The Highlight If fields in the Add Flow Sheet Item and Modify Flow Sheet Item dialogs have been updated to
accept negative numbers as well as numbers with decimals. See Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Manage Folders

The History Tab – Medications – The History tab has been updated so that the Sig field will now contain the discontinuation
reason when a medication is discontinued. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 – History Tab – Medications

Lab Interface – The program has been updated so that the OBX 3 field will now display text up to 80 characters.
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Added Features (continued)
The Orders Tab – The program has been updated with a new Orders tab that allows users to view all Pending, Pending-Overdue and
completed orders. See Figure 6. The Orders tab replaces the old Query tab (now Reports module, see below for further details on the
new Reports functionality).

Figure 6 – Orders Tab

The Organizer – Manage Folders – The Organizer has been updated to allow you to add 6, 10, or 14 customizable folders via the
Manage Folders button. See Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Manage Folders
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Added Features (continued)
Preferences – Appearance – The Default To-Do List View section of the Appearance tab in the Preferences dialog has been
updated so you can default to a specific tab view when you sign into the Clinical application. See Figure 8. You have the ability to
default to the All, Charts, Recall, Lab, Orders, Message/Tasks, or the Last Viewed tab which will default to whatever tab was selected
at the time you last logged out. Do note that this preference is a user-based preference that will default for the user currently logged
into Clinical.

Figure 8 – Preferences – Appearance

Prescriptions – The system has been updated so that you now have the ability to Undo a prescribed medication in the current note
via the Prescribe button. See Figure 9. If the prescribed medication has been printed, faxed, or sent electronically, then the Undo
option will be disabled. When a prescribed medication is “undone,” an entry will be made to the Audit Trail signifying this event.

Figure 9 – Prescribe Button – Undo Prescription

Prescriptions – The system has been updated so that you now have the ability to send Mail Order E-Prescriptions.
Prescriptions – The system has been updated so that when a pre-existing medication is renewed or otherwise changed, and remains
a pre-existing medication, the user associated with that renewal or change will not appear in the note.
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Added Features (continued)
Reports – The Query module has been renamed to Reports and is now accessed via the Reports menu (Reports > Reports…). The
Query (Reports) tab has been replaced by an Orders tab, so the Reports dialog, as well as the Meaningful Use Dashboard, can only be
accessed via the Reports menu.
Reports – The Reports module has been updated so that whenever a report query is run, the total number of rows returned by the
parameters is shown. See Figure 10.

Figure 10 – Reports

Reports – Meaningful Use Dashboard – The Meaningful Use Dashboard has been updated so that applicable Podiatry and Mental
Health procedures are included in the applicable Performance Measure and Quality Measure queries.
RHIO (Regional Health Information Organization) & HIE (Health Information Exchange) – The system has been updated
so that Vital Sign information will be included in the exported CCD files, when applicable.
RHIO (Regional Health Information Organization) & HIE (Health Information Exchange) – The system has been updated
so that when a provider signs a note for applicable patients, a CCD file will be automatically created and exported.
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Added Features (continued)
Shot Room – Orders – The Shot Room Automation dialog has been updated so that when creating new orders you now have the
ability to configure Manufacturer, Lot #, and Expiration Date for allergens. See Figure 11. When this information is configured, these
items will also be displayed when formulating orders.

Figure 11 – Shot Room Automation

System Tables – Conditions – The system has been updated so that when accessing the System Tables > Conditions menu there
will be additional menu items for All Conditions, Chief Complaints, Diagnoses, Procedures, and Results that you to easily and efficiently
access those types of conditions you are searching for. See Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Edit > System Tables > Conditions
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Added Features (continued)
System Tables – Conditions Search – The Conditions dialog had been updated to the Conditions Search dialog and has been
redesigned to access the applicable conditions in a more easier and efficient manner. See Figure 13. The Condition Type field will
default depending how the Conditions Search dialog was accessed. Only when the All Conditions menu choice is selected can you
modify the Condition Type in the Condition Search dialog. Conditions can then be searched for and located by typing into the search
field and utilizing the Search Column and Search Type fields. Likewise, you can add, remove, and access the clicking the Add,
Remove, and Properties button respectively, when applicable.

Figure 13 – System Tables – Condition Search

System Tables – Conditions Properties – The Conditions Properties dialog has been redesigned to better delineate the
information being configured on a single screen when adding and modifying conditions. See Figure 14. The applicable fields will
become accessible or inaccessible depending upon the type of condition that is being added or modified.
System Tables – Conditions Properties – The Conditions Properties dialog has been updated with a new Target Days option when
configuring Procedure Orders. See Figure 14. When this option is selected you can configure how many days into the future that the
target date should default to for this procedure.

Figure 14 – System Tables – Condition Properties
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Added Features (continued)
System Tables – DDS Rule Builder – The Decision Support Rule Builder has been updated with the ability to create a decision
support alert for procedures that have not been performed within a specified date range. The Procedure Performed data point has
been updated with a Time Criteria section that allows you to set the Year and/or Month in which a procedure should be performed
within, when applicable. See Figure 15.

Figure 15 – System Tables – Rule Builder
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